We are pleased to share the following professional learning opportunities with educators
across New Hampshire centered on The Lexile® Framework for Reading and The
Quantile® Framework for Mathematics. An additional introductory session is also offered
for the Lexile & Quantile Hub to explain the tools available to make these measures
actionable.
These focused sessions are designed to provide foundational information about the Lexile and
Quantile Frameworks, tools to support implementation, and how they might be used by
educators.
Please feel free to share these opportunities with others as you see fit.
An Introduction to The Lexile Framework for Reading: (60-90 min)
An introductory session that helps lay the foundation for use of Lexile measures at the classroom
level. The structure and specific questions that will be addressed are as follows:
● What is the Lexile Framework for Reading?
● What are Lexile measures for students and what are Lexile measures for text?
● Where are you receiving the measures?
● What are the benefits of using the Lexile Framework for Reading?
● Where Lexile tools and resources are available and how do you use them to guide
instruction?
Audience:
● K-12 administrators and staff--from both the Department and school districts--from the
following areas:
○ ELA/literacy
○ Early education
○ School library & media
○ CTE/Career planning
specialists
○ Special education
○ Science
○ School counseling
○ Social studies
○ School improvement
Date: January 11, 2021
Time: 3:30-5:00
Zoom Link: https://zoom.us/j/94746535613

An Introduction to The Quantile Framework for Mathematics: (60-90 min)
An introductory session that helps lay the foundation for use of Quantile measures at the classroom
level. The structure and specific questions that will be addressed are as follows:
● What is the Quantile Framework for Mathematics?
● What are Quantile measures for students and Quantile measures of mathematics materials as
well as state learning standards?
● Where are you receiving the measures?
● What are the benefits of using the Quantile Framework for Mathematics?
● Where Quantile tools and resources are available and how do you use them to guide
instruction?

Audience:
● K-12 administrators and staff--from both the Department and school districts --from the
following areas:
○ Mathematics
○ Special education
○ Early education
○ School counseling
○ CTE/Career planning
○ School improvement
Date: January 21, 2021
Time: 3:30-5:00
Zoom Link: https://zoom.us/j/96592588103
An Introduction to the Lexile & Quantile Hub: (60-90 min)
This presentation offers both a quick "tour" and some "hands on time" to explore the new
Lexile & Quantile Hub, a "one stop shop" for Lexile and Quantile tools for students, parents,
and educators. This session addresses the following topics:
●
Accessing the Hub
●
Creating and managing your account
●
Support, Quick Start Guides, and Video Tutorials
●
An overview of the individual Lexile and Quantile tools
Date: February 1, 2021
Time: 3:30-5:00
Zoom Link: https://zoom.us/j/95138220647
Audience:
Elementary, Middle and High School level teachers, principals, instructional coaches,
counselors, librarians
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